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Our Story
As we reveal a new and exciting season of rock climbing footwear, we are thrilled to also announce a benchmark 
achievement for Evolv. This year marks our 10th anniversary and a decade of manufacturing high performance rock 
climbing shoes designed by the world’s top climbers.

The Evolv brand launched in 2003 and quickly became a leader in rock climbing footwear in the USA where we proudly 
manufacture most of our shoes. An acute attention to detail has ensured that every pair of shoes we ship meets our 
exacting standards for quality, performance and durability. As we celebrate the rich and dynamic history of our brand, our 
eyes are focused on the future. Our existing products will continuously be refined and we will continue to develop highly 
technical and innovative products for the greatest level of performance. 

The level of customer loyalty, enthusiastic participation from our athletes, and dedicated effort from our global team 
are inspiring markers of our success as we reach our 10th anniversary. We are committed to maintaining our status as a 
brand that our customers can count on and we thank each of our dealers worldwide, our distributors and industry friends 
for their trust and support over these years. 

Thank you for 10 phenomenal years,

Brian Chung 
CEO

Ashima Shiraishi, Photo: Forest Woodward
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Down-cambered
Downturned toe

Highly 
Asymmetric

Ultra-Performance
This category of shoes is driven by our elite athletes 
who are constantly looking for the most aggressive 
and hi-performance climbing shoe for their limit-
pushing projects. These models have cambered 
or down-turn designs combined with innovative 
technology for enhanced power and precision.  

NEXXO NEW 
New to the Chris Sharma Signature Series is the Nexxo. It represents for Evolv a new 
way of approaching how we build shoes, how we engineer performance and how 
we bridge to a higher level of design. It is soft yet it is powerful. It is convenient and 
it is precise. The Nexxo ushers in a new era of Evolv’s Ultra-Performance climbing 
footwear.

DETAILS
• Synthetic forefoot for ultimate performance
• Leather from mid to rear foot for comfort
• Microfiber lining in the forefoot for comfort, performance and durability
• Combination of “Love Bump” and “Knuckle Box” provides control and power
• Elastic for convenience with instep Velcro for torsional rigidity
• New Evolv Power System- EPow, for tension and power to maximize performance

SPECS
Profile:  Downturned asymmetric with “Knuckle Box” and “Love Bump” 
Upper:  Synthetic Forefoot with Leather in Rear 
Lining:   Microfiber Forefoot, unlined leather in rear 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1 mm full-length with Semi-Crescent Nylon support 
Sole:  New Variable Thickness Half-Sole 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker at toe) 
Weight:  7.0 oz per ½ pair size 9 men’s  
Color:  Blue, lime 
Sizes:   4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)

Axel Perschmann, Photo: Katinka Mühlschlegel
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SHAMAN 
The Shaman was developed from the ground up by Chris Sharma incorporating 
exclusive technologies, unique materials and a radical new last. The result of these 
elements is is a high performance shoe with an amazing level of comfort.

• Microfiber lining in forefoot for comfort & durability
• “Love Bump” midsole puts your forefoot in a comfortable position of power and 

fills the dead space under your toes
• “Knuckle Box” works in combination with the “Love Bump” to provide room for 

your big toe knuckle to stay in a position of power
• Three opposing direction strap closures for a dialed-in fit and snug arch 

Profile:  Downturned asymmetric with “Knuckle Box” 
Upper:  Synthetic (perforated Synthratek upper)  
Lining:   Microfiber forefoot, cotton heel, leather foot bed 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1.5 mm half-length midsole 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  9.3 oz  ½ pair size 9 men’s  
Color:  Shaman orange, blue 
Sizes:   4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)

SHAMAN LV 
The Shaman LV is the ultimate low volume shoe for steep to overhanging climbing. 
Designed with input from our elite female athletes, the Shaman LV is based on the 
same design concept as the Shaman. It incorporates exclusive technologies, unique 
materials, and a radical new last perfect for low volume feet.

• Built for men and women with lower volume feet
• Microfiber lining in the forefoot for comfort and durability
• The “Love Bump” midsole puts your forefoot in a comfortable position of power 

and fills in the dead space under your toes
• The “Knuckle Box” works in combination with the “Love Bump” to provide room 

for your big toe knuckle to stay in a position of power
• Three opposing direction strap closures for a dialied-in fit and snug arch

Profile:  Downturned asymmetric with “Knuckle Box”  
Upper:  Synthetic (non-stretch Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Microfiber forefoot, cotton heel, leather foot bed 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm half length “Love Bump” midsole 
Sole:   4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:   VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:   8.0 oz ½ pair size 7 women’s 
Color:   Mint green, purple 
Sizes:   3.5 - 11 US women’s (including half sizes)

PRIME SC 
The Prime SC is an Evolv standard and a unique shoe in the market. A down-cambered 
last with a round toe box brings power to people who either choose not to or simply 
can’t wear pointed asymmetrical performance shoes.

• Three opposing hook and loop strap closure system
• Rubber toe patch that maximizes comfort and performance while toe hooking
• Molded heel cup for a better fit and heel-hooking power

Profile:  Semi Symmetrical  
Upper:  Synthetic  (perforated Synthratek upper)  
Lining:  Cotton 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm half-length midsole 
Sole:   4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area)  
Weight:  7.5 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Yellow, black  
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes) 
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Technical All-Around
Evolv’s line of Technical All-Around shoes offer a high 
level of precision and performance in a snug and less 
aggressive fit than our Ultra-Performance models to 
ensure climbing success for a wide spectrum of climbers 
and climbing terrains.

Steph Davis, Photo: Keith Ladzinsky

ADDICT NEW 
A slipper built for all climbers and for all terrain; the local gyms, Joshua Tree slabs and 
Indian Creek cracks. Its asymmetrical shape and low toe-profile accommodates all 
abilities. Beginner/intermediate climbers will fit these with a more relaxed toe curl. 
Advanced climbers may down size a bit for increased toe power. 

• Leather-upper and footbed provides custom fit and comfort
• Asymmetrical toe profile and low toe volume makes for a semi-flexed fit
• Elastic for convenience
• 4-piece rand for optimal fit
• Arch band gives shoe torsional stability for edging

Profile:  Semi Symmetrical 
Upper:  Split Leather  
Lining:  Unlined with synthetic heel padding 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm full-length midsole 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  9.5 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Lemon yellow 
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)
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AXIOM NEW 
A technical all-around shoe that has an asymmetrical toe profile with a low top-of-
foot volume. The Axiom is non-aggressive when fitted flat-toed and high-performance 
when down-sized. Whether the climber is a beginner or advanced, this new lace-up 
will offer all-day comfort and precision. One of our best offerings for a wide spectrum 
of climbers. 

• Leather throughout with microfiber lined front half for support and performance
• Strategically placed synthetic leather for arch and heel area support
• Arch rand tension for increased torsional rigidity
• Non-aggressive last that can be downsized for added performance
• Unique Tongue Lock System to perfectly position the tongue every time
• ¾ Speed-lacing system for ease of use

Profile:  Asymmetrical and flat 
Upper:  Leather  
Lining:  Microfiber lined forefoot 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1.6mm full-length, for size 9 and up 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker at toe) 
Weight:  6.0 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Classic blue, lime 
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)

ASTROMAN 
Developed by Peter Croft to be the ultimate high-end, all day adventure trad shoe. A 
carefully chosen set of features allows the Astroman to perform at a high level, while 
remaining comfortable on long climbing days.

• Mid-top upper for ankle and medial and lateral malleolus protection
• Low profile forefoot for increased ability for jamming in thin cracks
• Durable leather upper
• Leather foot bed
• The padded achilles patch provides comfort and allows free articulation of the 

ankle for precise toe placement

Profile:  Slightly asymmetric   
Upper:  Split leather 
Lining:  Microfiber forefoot, cotton heel 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm half-length + 2mm full length  
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  11.2 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Light grey 
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)

ADDICT SC NEW 
A more accommodating version of our Addict slipper. Its two strap-closure system 
allows for wider range of foot volumes while offering a snugger top of foot and in-
step fit.  The beginner will fit these with a more relaxed toe curl, while the advanced 
climber may want to down size for more performance. 

• Leather upper and footbed for comfort and breathability
• Two strap closures for convenience and performance
• Arch rand tension for increased torsional rigidity
• Non-aggressive last that can be downsized for added performance

Profile:  Asymmetrical and flat 
Upper:  Leather  
Lining:  Unlined 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm full-length, for size 9 and up 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker at toe) 
Weight:  5.5 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Lemon yellow 
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)
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ROCKSTAR 
The Rockstar is a low-volume, flat lasted, all-around lace-up climbing shoe. The 
versatility and fit of this shoe continues to make it a popular choice.

• All around, versatile and comfortable fit
• Slingshot rand, slightly tensioned for comfort and performance
• Speed lace closure system

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (non-stretch Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Microfiber  
Midsole:  MX-P: 1.5mm full-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  6.6 oz ½ pair size 7 women’s 
Color:  Pink 
Sizes:  3 - 11 US women’s (including half sizes)

PONTAS II 
A revised take on the  first shoe Chris designed for his Signature Series, the Pontas II is 
a versatile all-arounder with a loyal following among trad climbers, sport climbers and 
boulderers alike. Edging, power and versatility are the hallmarks of this modern classic. 

• Three opposing direction strap closures for a dialed-in fit and snug arch
• Medium stiffness midsole for a perfect balance of edging and smearing
• Extended toe rand for toe hooking
• Cotton lining to reduce stretch and to maintain the shape of the shoe
• New molded heel

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (non-stretch Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Microfiber forefoot, leatherfoot bed, cotton heel 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1.5mm full-length midsole 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  8.5 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Yellow, lime 
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)

Layla Mammi, Photo: Martin Sprecher
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BANDIT (Intl.)
The Bandit is a medium stiffness shoe with a chiseled toe box for responsive edging for 
all types of climbing. Its versatility and fit make it one of our top selling lace shoes.

• All around versatility in a comfortable fit
• Dual layer upper enhances structure and support
• Speed lace closure system

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (non-stretch Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Microfiber (balance of comfort & performance) 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1.5mm full-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  8.9 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Red, grey 
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)

BANDIT SC (Intl.)
The Bandit SC offers the versatility of the Bandit with the convenience of a hook and 
loop closure system.

• Three opposing hook and loop straps provide a snug fit througout the shoe
• All around versatility in a comfortable fit
• Dual layer upper enhances structure and support

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (non-stretch Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Microfiber (balance of comfort & performance) 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1.5mm full-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  9.1 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Red, grey 
Sizes:  4 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes)

Anna Gatta, Photo: Philippe Gatta
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All-Around
Comfortable and durable. Our All-Around shoes dominate 
this category on store shelves because we understand the 
needs of climbers of all abilities and budgets: the highest-
value shoes money can buy.

ELEKTRA®  
NEW

Redesigned for 2014 in two colorways, the Elektra® is the top selling women’s shoe in 
the USA. It offers an amazing combination of comfort, performance and value. This 
shoe is ideal for beginning to advanced climbers and performs in both the gym and on 
the rock.

• For women and men with low-volume feet
• Plush, bedroom slipper comfort
• Hook and loop closure system
• Perforated synthetic upper

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (perforated Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Nylon (comfortable and plush) 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm  sensitive half-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  6.6oz ½ pair size 7 women’s 
Color:  1st color: Violet, 2nd color: Teal 
Sizes:  3 - 11 US women’s (including half sizes)

DEFY®  
NEW

Redesigned for 2014, the Defy® is the top selling climbing shoe in the USA. A perfect 
entry point to quality high performance climbing shoes and an outstanding training 
shoe. The Defy provides comfort, great fit and sensitivity to climbers of all levels.

• Plush, bedroom slipper feel and comfort for extended wearing
• Soft midsole and sensitivity for feeling the rock and smearing
• Hook and loop closure system
• Perforated synthetic upper

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (perforated Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Nylon (comfortable and plush) 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm sensitive half-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thick front toe area) 
Weight:  7.5 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Charcoal, lime 
Sizes:  2 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes), 14, 15

Teal

Violet

Rafal Porebski, Photo: M. Dziedzic
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ELEKTRA® LACE 
The Elektra® Lace offers the comfort, fit, versatility and value of the Elektra with a 
more adjustable and powerful lace-up fit. A great shoe for people with low-volume 
feet moving up in the grades and full days on the rock.

• For women and men with low-volume feet
• Adjustability and comfort of lace closure system
• A leather foot bed for increased tactile connection and moisture wicking
• Plush, bedroom slipper comfort
• Soft and sensitive feel
• Perforated synthetic upper

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (perforated Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Nylon, leather footbed 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm  sensitive half-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  6.4 oz ½ pair size 7 women’s 
Color:  Violet, light grey 
Sizes:  3 - 11 US women’s (including half sizes)

DEFY® LACE 
The Defy® Lace offers the comfort, fit, versatility and value of the Defy with a more 
adjustable and powerful lace-up fit. A great shoe for moving up in the grades and full 
days on the rock.

• Adjustability and comfort of lace closure system
• A leather foot bed for increased tactile connection and moisture wicking
• Plush, bedroom slipper feel and comfort
• Soft and sensitive feel
• Perforated synthetic upper

Profile:  Asymmetrical 
Upper:  Synthetic (perforated Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Nylon, leather foot bed 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm sensitive half-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  9.1 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Charcoal, lime 
Sizes:  2 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes), 14, 15

ROYALE 
The Royale is a popular entry level leather shoe that is comfortable, stiff and durable. 
As a leather shoe with partial lining, it breaks in nicely with slight stretch.

• Breathable mesh tongue
• Structural webbing on upper helps maintain fit

Profile:  Symmetrical 
Upper:  Leather  
Lining:  Lined forefoot, no lining in the back 
Midsole:  MX-P: 2.5mm extra stiff full length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  9.9 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Royale blue 
Sizes:  3 - 13.5, 14, 15 US men’s (including half sizes)
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VENGA (Blue) NEW
The Venga unisex kids shoe sports a modern look, real rock shoe performance, 
comfortable fit and a size adjusting heel strap for growing kids. 

• Heel strap allows adjustment of one full size for growing into the shoe
• Wide opening for foot and hook and loop strap closure for convenience

Profile:  Asymmetrical toe profile 
Upper:  Synthetic (Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Nylon (comfortable and plush) 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm sensitive half-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  VTR rand (thick front toe area) 
Weight:  4.8 oz  ½ pair size 2 
Color:  Lime green, teal 
Sizes:  11, 12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 US Kids

TITAN (Rentals) 
The ultimate rental and guide program shoe and the most durable hook & loop rental 
shoe on the market. A comfortable symmetrical toe profile, leather upper, and hook and 
loop closure make it ideal for gyms.

• Static heel rand provides a comfortable fit for beginners
• Mesh tongue for good breathability
• Leather upper and extra thick toe rand for withstanding multiple resoles
• Size stamp (US and European) on the back of the heel for easy organization

Profile:  Symmetrical 
Upper:  Split leather 
Lining:  Unlined 
Midsole:  MX-P: 2mm stiff full-length 
Sole:   5mm TRAX® 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  8.5 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Blue, orange 
Sizes:  3 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes), 14, 15

DOCON (Rentals) 
The ultimate rental and guide program shoe and the most durable lace rental shoe on 
the market.  A comfortable symmetrical toe profile and leather upper make it great for 
programs that want an adjustable fit.

• Static heel rand provides a comfortable fit for beginners
• Leather upper and extra thick toe rand for withstanding multiple resoles
• Size stamp (US and European) on the back of the heel for easy organization

Profile:  Symmetrical 
Upper:  Split leather 
Lining:  Unlined 
Midsole:  MX-P: 2mm stiff full-length 
Sole:  5mm TRAX® 
Rand:  VTR rand (thicker front toe area) 
Weight:  8.5 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Color:  Grey, orange, green 
Sizes:  3 - 13.5 US men’s (including half sizes), 14, 15
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Flat Profile Symmetric

ELDO Z 
The world’s first and only climbing shoe for amputees. Designed through collaboration 
with Malcolm Daly and T.R.S. prosthetics.

• Engineered by T.R.S. Inc. to fit their prosthetic foot
• Foam padding in heel area

Profile:  Flat edge with slight camber 
Upper:  Synthetic (perforated Synthratek upper) 
Lining:  Nylon (comfortable and plush) 
Midsole:  MX-P: 1mm sensitive half-length 
Sole:  4.2mm TRAX® high friction rubber 
Rand:  2.2mm TRAX® duro-rand 
Weight:  5.2 oz ½ pair one size 
Color:  Blue 
Sizes:  One size only

Ronnie Dickson, Photo: Andrew Chao
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CRUZER 
Sitting at the intersection of performance and casual, the Cruzer is a versatile 
minimalist tool that will challenge your imagination. The Cruzer can be worn laced 
up or slipped on for quick/casual missions. You can scramble up slabs, or clip them 
on your harness when climbing a multi-pitch route to cruise down sketchy descents 
in comfort. At the end of the day, kick back around the campfire in slipper mode or 
wash up, throw on a pair of jeans and head out for a night on the town.

• Low drop EVA midsole
• Plush insole
• Microfiber-lined cotton duck upper
• Unique ‘split tongue’
• Collapsible heel for slip-on use
• TRAX® sticky rubber outsole
• Rubber toe cap
• For women’s size conversion: go down 1 size (women’s size 6 = men’s size 5)

Profile:  Trail running shoe last 
Upper:  100% Cotton canvas with medial vents 
Lining:  Microfiber 
Closure:  Lace closure with two eyelets and dual overlap tongue 
Insole:  Microfiber lined foam 
Midsole:  Soft microporous EVA 
Outsole:  TRAX® high friction rubber with edging platfom 
Rand:  High friction durable rubber toe  
Weight:  7.7 oz ½ pair size 9 men’s 
Colors and Sizes:  Black, red, toffee, slate in men’s sizes 4 - 12 (including ½ sizes), 
13, 14 purple, turquoise in US women’s sizes 5 - 10 (including ½ sizes), 11, 12

PERFORMANCE  
CASUAL
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The Maverick features a large landing zone with a gus-
seted closure system eliminating dead spots when the 
pad is open. The rubberized corners keep the pad in 
place on a slope and prevent early blowouts in the corner 
areas. The taco style closure keeps your belongings in the 
pad when it’s closed, while you hike to the boulders

• Gusseted closure system prevents soft spots from 
   the pad while closed
• Bomber buckle and straps
• Backpack straps turn into shoulder straps for a 
   messenger bag feel and easy transportation
• Zippered compartment for brushes, tape, nail clippers

DIMENSIONS: 40” x 48” x 4” open
MATERIAL: Ballistic Nylon
FOAM: Continuous dual density foam
CLOSURE SYSTEM: Gusseted closure system
COLOR: Lime (interior)

The perfect top layer pad that fills in the cracks and 
makes an even landing surface on a stack of crash pads. 
The Wingman folds in half for easy transportation inside 
your large pad and makes for a great sit start pad for 
those low starts.

DIMENSIONS:  42” x 28” x 1” open 
MATERIAL: Ballistic Nylon
FOAM: 1” closed cell foam
CLOSURE SYSTEM: Two hook and loop closures
COLOR: Lime (interior)

A small pad for protecting yourself from trees and other 
random obstacles your main pad does not cover. Also 
great for solo bouldering circuits and old school minimal-
ist bouldering stalwarts.

• Low volume sit start pad
• Tree pad for slackline anchors

DIMENSIONS:  28” x 21” x 2”
MATERIAL:   Ballistic Nylon
FOAM:  2” closed cell foam
COLOR:  Fire

DETAILS

ACCESSORIES
Ringer Crash Pad

Wingman Crash Pad

Iceman Crash Pad

Maverick Crash Pad

DETAILS

DETAILS

DETAILSThe Iceman is the smaller version of the Maverick. It 
features dual density foam and a continuous 1” layer 
of foam to prevent dead spots in the landing surface. 
The multi directional corner closure system keeps your 
belongings safe on the approach.

• Rubberized corners keep the pad in place  on a slope
• Hook and loop opening straps eliminate dead
    space when opening
• Backpack straps convert to shoulder straps for 
   a messenger bag feel and easy transportation
• Bomber buckles and straps

DIMENSIONS: 32” x 42” x 4” open
MATERIAL: Ballistic Nylon
FOAM: Dual density, Continuous top sheet
CLOSURE SYSTEM: 2 multi-directional corner 
closures, 1 bottom closure
COLOR:  Fire (interior)
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Material:  Ballistic Nylon
Dimensions:  8.5” L x   8” W x   8” D
Colors:  Fire, lime, purple

Material:  Ballistic Nylon
Dimensions:  5” L x 4” W x 6.5” D
Colors:  Fire, lime, purple

DETAILS DETAILS

Chalk Bucket Roundtangular Chalk Bag

Material:  Polyester/Nylon
Dimensions:  5” L x 4” W x 6.5” D
Colors:  Emerald, rainbow, sky blue, fuchsia

DETAILS

Andes Chalk Bag Knit Chalk Bag

Material:  Nylon 
Weight:  20 g 
• Adjusts to fit most waist sizes

Material:  Pure MgCO3
Sizes:  100g, 200g, 300g

Material:  Bamboo handle
               Boar’s hair bristles

DETAILS DETAILS DETAILS

Loose Chalk Chalk Bag Belt Bouldering Brush

Material:  Polyester/Nylon
Dimensions:  5” L x 4” W x 6.5” D
Colors:  Prizm, wingate, rasta, mako, sandstone

DETAILS

Apparel

Shutter (Mens) Shutter (Womens) Drip (Mens) Drip (Womens)
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PERFORMANCE PROFILE SHAPE MODELS

PERFORMANCE & FIT SYSTEM
All of Evolv® climbing shoe models are designed for specific fit and performance purposes and are built on specialized lasts with various shapes. Having 
many lasts with different profile, camber, and volume allows the climber to have the ideal climbing shoe for their intended performance and fit.

Down-cambered and 
Downturned toe: High 
camber in arch and 
downturned toe for the 
highest performance

Flat and Lower Toe 
Profile: Lower toe 
profile for all-around 
performance.

Down-cambered: High  
camber in the arch for  
overall performance 

Flat Profile: Fairly flat 
bottom profile for all-
around performance or 
general use

Flat Profile: Fairly flat 
bottom profile for all-
around performance or 
general use

Flat Profile: Fairly flat 
bottom profile for all-
around performance or 
general use

Down-cambered
Downturned toe

Highly 
Asymmetric

Standard 
Asymmetric

Standard 
Asymmetric

Down-cambered

Flat and Low Profile

Flat Profile

Semi-
Asymmetric

SHAMAN

PRIME SC

PONTAS II

SHAMAN LV

DEFY DEFY LACE ASTROMAN

Flat Profile

Flat Profile

Symmetric

Narrow 
Asymmetric

ROYALE

ELEKTRA

TITAN

AXIOM

DOCON VENGA ELDO Z

ELEKTRA LACE ROCKSTAR

SIZING

Evolv® shoes are based on US sizing and a good size to start with is the climber’s US athletic shoe size.  The size chart can be used as a rough guide 
to convert the sizes appropriately to different scales.  Most of Evolv’s lined, synthetic shoes will not stretch and should maintain a consistent fit and 
performance over time.  However, some models may expand about ¼ size depending on the lining.  evolv’s leather shoes are designed for comfort  
and will stretch around ½ size over time and mold to the climber’s foot.

BANDIT BANDIT SC

NEXXO

ADDICT ADDICT SC
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TECHNOLOGY

VARIABLE THICKNESS RAND (VTR)

TRAX RUBBER

•Increased longevity in the high wear zone for durability and performance  
•Maintains toe box structure and prevents toe-bulge in the high wear zone
•Thinner rand in areas to reduce pressure points and hot spots around the foot

TRAX® high friction rubber is formulated to be the highest performing rubber on the 
market. TRAX® has a perfect balance of high friction and edging power on different 
types of rock and plastic holds while performing consistently over a wide range 
of temperatures.  Many of the best climbers in the world rely on TRAX® rubber to 
perform at their highest level. 

The combination of the “Knuckle Box” and “Love Bump” put your toes into a 
position of power while remaining incredibly comfortable. The “Knuckle Box” makes 
room for your big toe knuckle to rest in a curled position without having to push 
fabric and rubber out of the way which causes hot spots in other shoes. The “Love 
Bump” fills dead space under your toes while putting much needed energy towards 
the edging surface. These two features work together to provide an incredible 
edging platform and pulling ability.

LOVE BUMP/KNUCKLE BOX

E-POW
Evolv Power System - affectionately known as the “E-Pow” System, our new method 
of combining the mid-sole and outsole provides climbing shoes with the bounce back 
tension and power necessary for the world’s cutting edge routes. Along with this 
power, we have also designed the midsole to have three-dimensional shape to keep 
the “Love-Bump” alive and contoured for long lasting performance.

HW (High Wear) Zone
(Thicker rand for durability) 

HW (High Wear) Zone

The 
Knuckle Box

The Love Bump

HW (High Wear) Zone
(Thicker rand for durability) 

HW (High Wear) Zone

The 
Knuckle Box

The Love Bump

HW (High Wear) Zone
(Thicker rand for durability) 

HW (High Wear) Zone

The 
Knuckle Box

The Love Bump
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